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BANDOGGE : INTRODUCTION
Bandogge is a Binance Smart Chain Ecosystem-meme tokens. Primarily focused
on partnership between other reputable Binance Projects. BanDogge is a meme
token with purpose, we are focused on creating generational wealth for our
community (Holders).
BanDogge is built to empower the community, that is, every holder are assumed
to be equal irrespective of the quantity held.

BANDOGGE : VISION
Our vision is to develop and offer a game that will be adopted by the community
in the future,
can be played on mobile platforms, shopped using bandogge tokens, and useful
to players and the community.

https://twitter.com/BanDoggeToken

BANDOGGE TOKEN DETAILS

NETWORK : BINANCE SMART CHAIN (BEP20)
TOKEN NAME : BANDOGGE
SYMBOL : BNDG
TYPE : MEME, UTILITY
TOTAL SUPPLEY : 1.000.000.000.000.000
CONTRACT ADDRES : 0xEBE3879A57e3B25C268dc970e16a1EF9f8Ee922e

TELEGRAM : t.me/BNDGOffical

WHAT IS A BANDOGGE ?
Bandogge is designed as a decentralized medium of exchange.
Bandogge is a decentralized cryptocurrency token operating on the Binance
Smart Chain that can be traded through Pancakeswap.
Welcome to the wonderful world of Bandogge Token!
This is a unique industry where we can explore how to empower users of our
product envisioning new ways to grow digital asset models to benefit themselves,
others..
Our goal is to build bandogge token and see where we can take it.

TOKEN DISTRIBUTION

%60 LP / Pre-Sale
%10 Team
%10 Marketing and advertising
%10 Airdrop
%10 Cex Listing

TELEGRAM : t.me/BSCBanDogge


 
Smart Contract Creation
Launch Website V1.
Testnet Testing
Smart Contract Launch
Whitepaper V1
Launch Social Media
Campaign
500 Telegram Members
Presale Launch
Pre-sale
Liquidity Lock
Full Token Launch
Presale Holder Token
Distribution
Submit For Audit

 
Marketing
Whitepaper V2
1000 Holders
2500 Telegram Members
Manuel Burn
Audit Completion
New Dex Listing
CoinMarketCap Submission
CoinGecko Submission



 

Launch Website V2
5000 Holders
10000 Telegram Members
Manuel Burn
New DEX Listing

 

10000 Holders /20000 Telegram Members
Manuel Burn
Token Holders Lottery
Global Level Marketing
CEX Submission and Listing

 

20000 Holders/30000 Telegram Members
Manuel Burn
Token Holders Lottery
Global Level Marketing
CEX Kickstarter (MXC)

2022 Q3 - Q4
Big Burn
Token Holders Lottery - Airdrop
Global Level Marketing
Team Grow
50000 Holders
70000+ Telegram Members
Building a mobile game developer team
Mobile game work will start
New Cex Listing

2023 Q1
100000 Holders / 100000+ Telegram
Members
Mobile game promotion
Game will start
Game Airdrop
New Listing

www.bandogge.io

BANDOGGE CONTINUE

B.uilt on th
he foundation of a com
mmunity of multi-skilled visionaries and ideamakers,, we plan to see th
he BanD
Dog
gge at th
he forefront of dec
centraliz
zed
financ
ce ev
volution,, being
g am
mong
gst th
he first platform
ms..
One thing we hate to see is a digital asset that has no following.The size of a
community is everything in any business, family,organization or project.
That is why we are thrilled to see the growth of our community, all thanks to
people like you!
BanDogge is a 100% community-driven project where holders can earn static
rewards of more than.
Since the beginning, our goal has been to do something more than simply
becoming another “Meme Coin.”
In our minds’ eye, the BanDogge Token conjures up visions of exponential
development and an endless array of possibilities for bringing use cases together in
the real world.

REDDIT : BanDoggeOffical

DISCLAIMER
This document is up to date as at the time of publishing.
The whitepaper contains general information and
material. You are not allowed to provide legal, business,
or other advice, and you should not rely on the
whitepaper for such advice.
You act at your own risk if

you rely on the whitepaper’s contents.
Should you decide

to act or not act, you should seek the advice of a
licensed attorney in the applicable jurisdiction.
The

owners or contributors to the whitepaper are not liable
for any actions, decisions, or other activity you take or
do not take due to relying on the whitepaper.
.
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